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ABSTRACT: Email security is considered a top-five priority for most. With the move to cloud-delivered email solutions and an expanding email threat landscape, organizations believe that email security is in a state of transformation and are therefore reconsidering their current email security controls. Most are using or planning on using third-party security controls to fill gaps in the native security controls available from their email service providers.

Overview

ESG recently surveyed 403 IT and security professionals responsible for evaluating, purchasing, and managing email security technology products and services. With the move to cloud-delivered email solutions and the expanding email threat landscape, organizations are facing new email security challenges that are causing them to reconsider email security controls.

While most have migrated to cloud-delivered email solutions, two-thirds still depend on on-prem email solutions for some part of their email infrastructure. Of those utilizing Office 365, 42% are not leveraging the more advanced security controls offered by Microsoft. While most believe there are gaps in native security controls, most also believe that these gaps will eventually be addressed over time. In the interim, third-party email security tools will be utilized to close these gaps. For those already employing third-party controls, half added these controls post-migration to a cloud-delivered email solution.

Phishing continues to be the top threat concern for most, with ransomware and malware a close second. Sensitive data loss is considered the biggest risk, with most depending only on native security controls for sensitive data loss protection.

Budget plans are up for most, with plans to increase their budgets in the coming 12 months. Top-five priorities for spending include phishing controls, end-user security training, sensitive data protection, ransomware protection, and malware protection.

Research Highlights

1. Email is a top-five security priority for more than half of organizations.
2. More than half believe that email security is in a state of transformation and will therefore reevaluate all available security controls.
3. A majority run cloud-delivered email, but report gaps in the native email security controls provided.
4. Most plan to use third-party controls to supplement gaps in native controls.
5. **Stopping phishing is today’s top email security concern.** While ransomware and malware are also top-of-mind, phishing is plaguing most and considered the top risk.

6. **Protecting sensitive data is a top-five concern**, but few have invested in specialized controls to protect it.

7. **Specific business email compromise controls** are desired by most.

**Analysis**

While nine out of ten organizations are now using cloud-delivered email solutions in some capacity, 60% still depend on Microsoft Exchange on-premises to operate some portion of their email infrastructure (see Figure 1). According to Figure 2, for those who consider Microsoft Office 365 to be their primary email platform, 42% are doing so using the E1 or E3 license, which omits the more advanced email security controls offered with ATP. Put together, these statistics reflect the need for third-party solutions that can cut across multiple email providers to provide those additional security controls.

**Figure 1. Majority Now Use Cloud-delivered Email**

Which of the following email application solutions does your organization currently use? What would you consider to be your organization’s primary (i.e., most widely deployed) email application solution? (Percent of respondents, N=403)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Email Application Solution</th>
<th>Primary Email Application</th>
<th>All Email Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Office 365 (i.e., cloud-based email)</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Exchange/Outlook (i.e., on-premises email)</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Gmail (i.e., G Suite)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus Notes</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group
Most see gaps in native email security controls offered by cloud solution providers (see Figure 3). While many want to see security training delivered as a native control, gaps in availability, reliability, and compliance also rank high in the list. It is worth noting that nearly one-third (29%) of respondents have not identified any issues with their organization’s cloud-delivered email solution.

The vast majority of those organizations that have found gaps expect to use third party solutions to close them. Specifically, nearly half (49%) expect to implement third-party controls and tools, while an additional 45% will leverage a managed service to offset the current shortcomings (see Figure 4).
Figure 3. Gaps in Native Security Controls for Cloud-delivered Email

What issues have you identified or experienced since your organization started using a cloud-delivered email solution? (Percent of respondents, N=361, multiple responses accepted)

- Gaps in security awareness training and or assessment: 31%
- Compliance issues: 27%
- Gaps in backup/recovery: 26%
- Gaps in availability/reliability: 24%
- Lack of add-ins on user client devices: 23%
- Data leakage getting through native email security controls: 22%
- Inbound email attacks penetrating native security controls: 22%
- Loss of configurability: 20%
- Automating "abuse mailbox" remediation: 20%
- We have not identified or experienced any issues: 29%

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group

Figure 4. Addressing Gaps in Native Security Controls

How has your organization addressed or do you plan to address these gaps until your email provider addresses them? (Percent of respondents, N=254)

- We will implement third-party controls, 49%
- We will use a managed service provider to fill the gaps, 45%
- We plan to do nothing and wait for the CSP to fill the gaps, 5%
- Don’t know, 1%

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group
Email Threat Landscape

There are a broad category of more complex attacks involving email today, frequently involving phishing and other impersonation techniques (see Figure 5). Combinations of these attack techniques are applied with many variations, leading to the loss of sensitive data, direct financial loss, and credential theft. While phishing, ransomware, and spam/malware lead the list, email spoofing/impersonation continues to be a major threat that challenges most security controls. Email account compromise is often used as a lead into other more sophisticated attacks, including business email compromise.

Figure 5. Threats and Associated Organizational Risk Projections

Higher level terminology/nomenclature is often used today to describe categories of attacks, causing some amount of confusion in how people are describing both threats and successful attacks. For instance, business email compromise (BEC) is often used to describe highly targeted, orchestrated attacks that involve a combination of phishing, executive impersonation, and supply-chain impersonation that leads to the criminal transfer of funds. Because of the many variations in BEC-style attacks, IT and security teams often perceive and talk about them differently, causing confusion in the reporting of these attacks. The combination of cloud-delivered email solution use and a more complex email threat
landscape are disrupting traditional email security approaches, causing most to believe that email security is going through significant transformation (see Figure 6).

**Figure 6. The Evolving Threat Landscape and Its Impact on Investment Strategy**

- **37%** believe that their current email security solutions are keeping up with the threat landscape and are therefore not planning on significant new investments.
- **57%** believe email security is going through a significant transformation and will reevaluate all available security controls (including their own) currently available natively and via third-party solutions.
- **5%** believe their current email security controls are falling short and will therefore be re-evaluating and investing in replacing or supplementing their email security controls in the next 12-18 months.
- **1%** are unsure (Don’t know).

Nearly three-quarters of organizations believe at least one email-borne attack penetrated their defenses within the last year, and according to Figure 7, the loss of sensitive data was the most commonly cited impact. However, email attacks are commonly used as an entry point for more sophisticated, complex attacks—many involving stolen credentials.

**Figure 7. Impact of Email-borne Threats Penetrated Security Controls in Past 12 Months**

- **32%** reported accidental loss of sensitive data.
- **30%** created an entry point for more sophisticated attack.
- **29%** experienced stolen credentials that lead to additional attacks.
- **28%** reported malicious (insider theft) loss of sensitive data.
- **23%** had a successful ransomware attack.
- **22%** had a malicious transfer of funds.
- **18%** reported no impact.

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group
With traditional security controls often struggling to accurately identify phishing and impersonation-related attacks, new approaches to detection capable of understanding user identity and user behavior are needed. According to Figure 8, many believe that natural language processing (NLP) can help to stop phishing attacks, many of which combine multiple techniques including phishing, executive impersonation, and account compromise.

Figure 8. Attacks Organizations Think Natural Language Processing Will Help with Email Security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In which of the following ways do you think natural language understanding (NLU) can improve email security? (Percent of respondents, N=403, multiple responses accepted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NLU will help stop phishing attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLU will help stop business email compromise attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to understand the context and content within or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attached to an email can enable automated solution to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>provide better security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLU will help stop email account compromise/account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takeovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLU will help stop misaddressed emails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLU will help stop executive impersonation attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not familiar enough with natural language processing to say</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group

The Bigger Truth

With the move to cloud-delivered email solutions and the expanding email threat landscape, organizations are facing new email security challenges that are causing them to reconsider email security controls. Attackers continue to innovate and discover new ways to leverage email to penetrate organizations, leveraging email users.

Complex, targeted email attacks continue to be seen as a significant threat to most. However, confusion around industry terminology and nomenclature is often blurring the way attacks are reported and solutions are described. Email and security vendors need to do a better job helping users understand the dynamics of these attacks together with what security controls can be applied to protect against them.

While cloud service providers continue to invest in adding security controls to strengthen the security of their solutions, most organizations are finding that they need to supplement native controls with third-party controls. With so many attacks leveraging phishing and other impersonation techniques, more sophisticated email security controls are needed. Natural language processing is seen as one approach to solving many of these more complex attacks.
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